Call for Papers

3rd Italian Workshop on Eclipse Technologies (Eclipse-IT 2008)

November 17-18, 2008 - Bari, Italy

http://eit08.di.uniba.it

Workshop theme

Eclipse was initially designed as an integrated development environments (IDEs) for object-oriented application development. Today Eclipse is an open source community whose projects are focused on building an open development platform comprised of extensible frameworks, tools and runtimes for building, deploying and managing software across the lifecycle.

This workshop is the third yearly meeting of the Eclipse Italian Community which includes universities and industries, researchers and practitioners, students and professionals, all joined by the interest in experimenting, extending, and supporting the Eclipse platform.

Submission Information

Building on the success of the 2006 and 2007 editions, we solicit two types of contributions: technical papers and plugin demonstration papers. Accepted contributions will be published in a book with ISBN and presented at the workshop.

- Technical papers

Submitted technical papers should describe innovative uses of the Eclipse technology for research, teaching and industry projects. Technical papers will be no longer than 10 pages, including figures and references.

Authors are invited to submit their contribution in Adobe PDF via electronic submission on the conference management system.

Manuscripts should be formatted in the LNCS style. Submitted papers will be reviewed by the Program Committee on the basis of the contribution to the workshop theme, the novelty of the work, and the quality of presentation. Submission is open for all, including the PC members and organizers. However, special care will be taken to guarantee that authors are not involved in judging their own papers.

For any question or problem related to paper submission, contact the Workshop Chair, Filippo Lanubile, at lanubile@di.uniba.it

- Plugin demo papers

Plugin demo papers, maximum 2 pages long, are expected to be submitted from students. More detailed information is available on the specific Call for Demo (in Italian).

For any question related to demo submission, contact the Education Track Chair, Donato Malerba, at malerba@di.uniba.it

Important Dates

Technical paper submission: September 27, 2008
Camera-ready copy: November 2, 2008
Author notification: October 20, 2008
Workshop: November 17-18, 2008

Workshop Chair: Filippo Lanubile, Università di Bari
Education Track Chair: Donato Malerba, Università di Bari
Publicity Chair: Paolo Maresca, Università Federico II Napoli
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